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Pakka pets evolution cheats

Collect all the Pakka Pets and build the coolest village! It's oh so cute &amp; insanely fun. Use your creativity to design your own unique world and see how many pets you discover. Build your village and raise pets by making magical food, playing games, decorating your home, and going on adventures in a cute, bizarre
world! Pakka Pets Village Features: + Take care of your pet! + Choose your egg to hatch and raise your own adorbs Pakka Pet! Play games with your pet, train it and help prepare it to explore the Pakka world. + Evolve new pets! + Your Pakka Pet will eat, poop, sleep and live his Pakka life even when you're away. Your
pet will evolve based on the care you give it. Show a lot of love to get a great new evolution. There are 70 Pakka Pets in total, with branching evolution paths! + Build your Pakka village! + Create a unique paradise for your beloved pets! Find building materials and use portals to see new locations. + Decorate your rooms!
+ Create your own dream home! Add something - furniture, windows, wallpaper, and maybe even a tire swing, a baseball chair or a spaceship window! Make your home a fresh and beautiful place to raise your pets. + Cook treats! + Cook food with Chef Mitts and create paw-erful magical foods to evolve your pet into new
pets! Visit the store to get more food, furniture and valuables. + Go on an adventure! + Send your pets on over 120 handwritten story searches to help them grow and have fun! + Bring Pakka Pets! + Check your pets with the Apple Watch, or spread the joy in iMessage with 20 stickers and 16 animated stickers. Download
Pakka Pets Village and start catching all your animals today! Pakka Pets Village Support: Search results from other threads Collect all pakka pets and build the coolest village! It's oh so cute &amp; insanely fun. Use your creativity to design your own unique world and see how many pets you discover. Build your village
and raise pets by making magical food, playing games, decorating your home, and going on adventures in a cute, bizarre world! Pakka Pets Village Features: + Take care of your pet! + Choose your egg to hatch and raise your own adorbs Pakka Pet! Play games with your pet, train it and help prepare it to explore the
Pakka world. + Evolve new pets! + Your Pakka Pet will eat, poop, sleep and live his Pakka life even when you're away. Your pet will evolve based on the care you give it. Show a lot of love to get a great new evolution. There are 70 Pakka Pets in total, with branching + Build your Pakka village! + Create a unique paradise
for your beloved pets! Find building materials and use portals to see new locations. + Decorate your rooms! + Create your own dream home! Add something - furniture, windows, wallpaper, and maybe even a tire swing, a baseball chair or a spaceship spaceship Make your home a fresh and beautiful place to raise your
pets. + Cook treats! + Cook food with Chef Mitts and create paw-erful magical foods to evolve your pet into new pets! Visit the store to get more food, furniture and valuables. + Go on an adventure! + Send your pets on over 120 handwritten story searches to help them grow and have fun! + Bring Pakka Pets! + Check
your pets with the Apple Watch, or spread the joy in iMessage with 20 stickers and 16 animated stickers. Download Pakka Pets Village and start catching all your animals today! Pakka Pets Village Support: Pakka Pets Village - Build an adorable virtual pet city hack, Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet city cheat,
Pakka Pets Village - Build an adorable virtual pet city iOS hack, Pakka Pets Village - Build an adorable virtual pet city android hack, Pakka Pets Village - Build an adorable virtual pet city generator, Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet city online cheat. Free Pakka Pets Village - Build an adorable virtual pet city pot
of hearts, free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet town bag o' Hearts, Free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet town quick stuffing, free pakka Pak Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet town quest coins, Free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet town discounted spotted egg, free Pakka Pets Village
- Build a cute virtual pet town Evo Booster Pack, Free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet town Starter Pack, Freeka Pak Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet city heart Tripler, Free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet city bag of hearts, Free Pakka Pets Village - Build a cute virtual pet pet spotted egg.
Means FREE Pot of Hearts FREE Bag o' Hearts FREE Quick Refill FREE Quest Coins FREE with discount Spotted Egg FREE Evo Booster Pack FREE Starter Pack FREE Heart Tripler FREE Bag of Hearts FREE Spotted Egg How to Use: Open page generator by click Hack Now Button. Please enter your username or
email. Choose resources or offer package you want. Hang on, the server is processing your request. (we also show process details). If the generator works, it will show human authentication to avoid Spam or Robot. If the generator doesn't show human authentication, reload the current page and restart from the first
step. After all is done, go back into the generator page and you'll see a status. Let's open the game in your devices and look, your resources are there and ready to go. Pakka Pets Village - Game Bizarre, cute pet adventure for your phone, upcoming 11/10/16 Get it on iPhone and Android: you discover all the Pakka Pets
in the world? Collect all the Pakka Pets and build the coolest village! Cute cute &amp; insanely cute. Use your creativity to design your own unique world and see how much... 2016-11-02T04:41:50.000ZHere are the top 10 10 You should know for Pakka Pets Village.1. Information is Power• You can hold down every item
in your fridge or in alchemy to read the statistics.2. Bedtime• Your pet likes to sleep with the lights off, just like you. If you turn off the light when it's sleepy, it falls asleep quickly. More importantly, if you are thinking of turning the lights off when your pet goes to bed for the night, metabolism and happiness will slow down to
a crawl, making it comfortable and happy all night long.3. Power evolves• Discovering an elusive and difficult pet? Your pets can be developed quickly by feeding them food with evolving points. The evolution of your pet is based on their average happiness and hunger since their last evolution. Caring for your pet
immediately after it evolves will be averages sky-rocket, creating a perfect moment to re-evolve it for a great result. Also, don't forget to use the inspector item: it will tell you which pet you're on your way to arrive at a certain time.4. Gems• Including a gem when creating a gem, you guarantee you'll get an item with evolve
stats or something rarer. Once you unlock the cave location, you can mine gems every day.5. Super rare items• The store's inventory changes every few hours, but check each category when this happens. Sometimes extremely rare items appear, such as recipe books that unlock new crafting capabilities, magic seeds to
bring your pet back to life, or ghost bottles that help you catch the sprits of the dead. Page 2 • Unlike most games, phone notifications are actually super important and can be tailored to your playing style through the Pakka phone settings menu. Since Pakka Pets Village is a game about caring for your pet and attentive
care results in special pets, setting your notifications to let you know when your pet has started to be hungry or unhappy is an easy way to stay attentive and discover the rarest pets. 7. Mystery Pets • The pets that are under a certain egg in your Pakka book aren't the only ones discovering you from that egg. There are 12
mystery pets that can be discovered by treating or feeding your pet in special, unusual ways. Good luck discovering them all. 8. The larger the population, the easier it is to build • With your Pakka Village, it's important to focus on leveling and adding pets to your village population. The more pets in your village live on a
certain level, the fewer hearts you need to go up a level. You quickly bump your population by controlling the power evolves, using the to plan your evolutions or get a new egg. 9. The bigger the village, the bigger the game • Each level you reach in your Pakka Village will earn you more space to build, new materials to
work with and more radish plots to work with. But you will also discover new places to travel to the World. If you level up the game will be much bigger, so it's important not to underestimate the value of getting a level. 10. Rare poop? • If you're lucky, you can also evolve your pet's poo. When you are cleaning your pet
business, there is always a chance that the poo will evolve and reward you with a rare item. Edit Visit the Pet Care Strategies page to learn more about how evolution works and Evolutions List for requirements to obtain certain Pakka. Striped egg[edit | edit source] (001) Teesprout[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby
that you get from the striped egg and at the beginning of the game (002) Bitt[edit | edit source] Kid Evolves from Teesprout with high Happiness/Hunger And High Training (003) Nello[edit | edit] Kid Evolves from: Teesprout. Requires low happiness/hunger and low/no training. (004) Clipper [edit | edit source] Teen
Evolves from Bitt and Nello. Requires high happiness/hunger and high training. (005) Tanji[edit | edit source] Teen Evolves from Bitt and Nello. Requires Average/Low Happiness/Hunger and Average/Low Training. (006) Mayonaka[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves From clipper with Maxed training, hunger, and happiness
(007) Piero[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from clipper or tanji. Requires average happiness/hunger and some training. Preferably with plump or thin weight. (008) Poonai[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Clipper or tanji. Requires no happiness/hunger and low training. Spotted Egg[edit | edit source] (009) Goopu
[edit | edit source] Baby The standard baby you get with a Spotted Egg (010) Yachi [edit | edit source] Kid Evolves to goopu. Requires High Happiness/Hunger and Half Training (011) Doogong [edit | edit source] Kid Standard evolution for Goopu, you feed nothing and never train and it will evolve into Doogong (012)
Burberry [edit | edit source] Teen evolves from Yachi with High Happiness/Hunger/Training (013) Britely[edit | edit source] Teen Evolves from Doogong with low Happiness/Hunger/Training (015) Bimberri[edit | edit source] Adults from Evolve, Burberry Britely or Herman. Requires maxed Happiness/Hunger stats, high or
maxed Training and healthy weight (016) Tomote[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Burberry, Britely or Herman with medium or high Happiness/Hunger stats and medium to low Training (018) Gordo[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Burberry, Britely or Herman with low Happiness/Hunger stats and low Training
(prefery chubby/thin weight) Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby default baby that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby
that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit : edit source] Baby The default baby that you
get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] (019) Boi[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Checkered Egg[edit | edit source] ( ( Chu[edit | edit source] Kid Evolves to Chu, With High Happiness/Hunger or Average/No Training (021) Boba[edit | edit source] Kid Default evolution for Boi, je het niets
voeden en nooit trainen en het zal evolueren naar Boba (022) Ulie[edit | edit source] Teen Evolves From Boba Or Chu with High happiness and hunger and Training (023) Quokely[edit | edit source] Teen Evolves sen van Chu of Boba met gemiddelde Happiness/Hunger/Training (024) Puddy [edit | edit source] Teen
Evolves from Boba with low Happiness/Hunger/Training (025) Chipi[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Ulie, Quokely of Puddy met hoge Hunger/Happiness stats en high training (026) Modernich[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Ulie, Quokely or Puddy with high Happiness/Hunger stats and average to high
Training (027) Lamkin[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Ulie , Quokely of Puddy met gemiddelde of hoge Happiness/Hunger stats en gemiddeld tot low Training (028) Shokubu [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Ulie, Quokely or Puddy with low Happiness/Hunger stats and low Training (preferlypy/thin weight) Star
Egg[edit | edit source] (edit source] (029) Frutii[edit | edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Star Egg (030) Sapple[edit | edit source] Kid Evolves From frutti with High hapiness/Hunger and Low training (031) Kidd[edit | edit source] Kid Evolves from Frutii. Vereist lage Happines / Honger stats en lage
opleiding (032) Puffty Teen evolueert van Sapple met een hoge Happiness / Hunger / Training (033) Fuji [bewerken | edit bron] Tiener evolueert van Sapple of Kidd met gemiddelde Happiness / Hunger / Training (034) Mocki Teen evolueert van Kidd met een laag geluk / Honger / Training (035) Chika [bewerken | edit
bron] Adult Evolves van Mocki, Fuji of Puffty. Vereist maxed Happiness/Hunger stats, high or maxed Training and healthy weight (036) Hamaro[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Mocki, Fuji or Puffty with high Happiness/Hunger stats and average to high Training (037) Seeline [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from
Mocki, Fuji of Puffty met gemiddelde of hoge Happiness / Hunger stats en gemiddeld tot lage Training (038) Ganseki [bewerken | edit bron] Adult evolueert van Mocki, Fuji of Puffty met lage Happiness / Hunger stats en lage Training (bij voorkeur chubby/dun gewicht) Black Pattern Egg[edit | edit source] (039) Rex [edit |
edit source] Baby The default baby that you get with a Black Pattern Egg (040) Hazel [edit | edit source] Kid Evolves from Rex. Vereist hoge Happiness / Hunger stats en sommige Training (041) Robbit [bewerken | edit bron] Kid Default evolutie voor Rex, je het niets voeden en nooit trainen en het zal evolueren naar
Robbit (042) Torchi [bewerken | bron bewerken] Tiener evolueert van Hazel of Robbit met een hoog geluk / honger / Training (043) Takoon [bewerken | edit bron] Teen Evolueert van Hazel of Robbit met gemiddelde / Hunger / Training (044) Bitsaur [edit | edit source] Teen Evolves Evolves Hazel of Robbit met een laag
Geluk/Honger/Training (045) Marlie[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Torchi, Takoon or Bitsaur. Vereist maxed Happiness/Hunger stats, high or maxed Training and healthy weight (046) Floret [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Torchi, Takoon or Bitsaur with high Happiness/Hunger stats and average to high
Training (047) Rover [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Torchi, Takoon of Bitsaur met gemiddelde of hoge Happiness /Hunger stats en gemiddeld tot lage Training (048) Chompasaur[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Torchi, Takoon or Bitsaur with low Happiness/Hunger stats and low Training (prefery chu chu
Plus Patroon Ei[edit | edit source] (049) Tamago[edit | edit source] Baby De standaard baby die je krijgt met een Plus Pattern Egg (050) Beanchi[edit | edit source] Kid Evolves from Tamago. Vereist hoge Happiness / Hunger stats en sommige Training (051) Cheema [bewerken | edit bron] Kid Standaard evolutie voor
Tamago, u het voeden niets en nooit trainen en het zal evolueren naar Cheema (052) Geemo [bewerken | edit bron] Tiener Evolueert van Cheema en Beanchi (053) Tonno [edit | edit source] Teen Evolves from Beanchi or Cheema with average Happiness/Hunger/Training (054) Kewie [edit | edit source] Teen Evolves
from Beanchi or Cheema with low Happiness/Hunger/Training (055) Yokatero [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Geemo, Tonno of Kewie. Vereist maxed Happiness/Hunger stats, high or maxed Training and healthy weight (056) Astro[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Geemo, Tonno or Kewie with high
Happiness/Hunger stats and average to high Training (057) Lembo[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Geemo, Tonno of Kewie met gemiddelde of hoge Happiness/Hunger stats en gemiddelde tot lage Training (058) Compy [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Geemo, Tonno or Kewie with low Happiness/Hunger
stats and low Training (preferably chubby/thin weight) Mystery[edit | edit source] (059) Duster[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any very stinky teen. (moet 3 vliegen eromheen hebben) (060) Pud[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any fat teen pet. (061) Teddy[bewerken | edit bron] Adult Evolueert van elke boze /
ongedisciplineerde tiener huisdier. (062) Kongo [edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's eaten a Kongo's Coconut. (063) Starks[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's eaten an Alien Meal. (064) Gogato[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's fed mostly fish. (065)
Buburu[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's fed mostly Japanese food (dwz. Rijst, Sushi). (066) Bib-Bob[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves From any teen With Stinkyness and With Skinny Weight (067)Tuffty[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from Puffty, very rare evolution (068) Pewton[edit | edit source]
Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's fed mostly meat (dwz orange chicken, chicken, vlees). (069) Twirly[edit | edit source] Adult Train it 1/3 Discipline and to feed it mostly Star Treats. (070) Whirly[edit | edit source] Adult Evolves from any teen pet who's fed mostly Blue Rock Candy. Alle items (3) Community-inhoud is
beschikbaar onder CC-BY-SA, tenzij anders vermeld. Opgemerkt.
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